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About This Game

Thy Sword is a hack n' slash platformer with procedural levels and roguelike elements.

You, bold adventurer, must break the tyranny of the Dark Overlord. Your quest will be to obtain the ancient crystals of power
with which to overcome the Dark Overlord's rule.

Can you be that hero? Can you fulfil the destiny of greatness and bring deliverance to these shadowed lands? The answer lies in
your heart...and Thy Sword!
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Inspired by true classics like: Barbarian, Moonstone, Golden Axe and Bubble Bobble!

Get ready for a heroic challenge!
Better yet, summon a friend for a truly epic co-op adventure,

...or a duel to the death. Whoever wins keeps his head.

Fast paced yet strategic combat with sword and bow

Single player or local co-op

Procedurally generated levels

Choose your hero and unlock new ones as you progress

Player vs. player combat

Loot! Shops! Gambling!

Equip your hero with weapons and items

Challenging enemies and epic bosses

Steam achievements

Beautiful pixel art & animation

Chip music created using the legendary SID (Commodore 64)

Full controller support with customisable button mappings
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Title: Thy Sword
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
GamePhase
Publisher:
GamePhase
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.0 Ghz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 (or later) Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Lots of fun playing co-op. Probably wouldn't play too much on my own (sort of like Castle Crashers in that way), but spent two
nights over a weekend smashing away with a friend. Did two full playthroughs on the easier difficulty! Gambling is surprisingly
fun. Chopping heads off is oh so satisfying. Really enjoyed the music too. Reminded me a bit of Volgarr the Viking.. Fun but
tough action arcade game. I suggest playing through it on Easy once before tackling the tougher difficulties.. Has a dedicated
button for spinning-headchop, like in Barbarian. Great game!

It´s such a simple concept, but there´s some surprising depth and dynamics to it that keeps it fresh from level to another. I really
wanted to see all the levels, enemies and whatever surprises they had in store. Badass art that oozes old school d&d / barbarian
fantasy, ♥♥♥♥ing lightning strikes and flames everywhere awww yes. And the music, oh my! I´ve played this game a few
times on public events but never heard the audio in such a busy environment.. It works,
It just works.
. Pretty fun game. Not as deep or as visually polished as Vagante, but the boss variety makes up for that. I think one of my
favorite parts is the difficulty. It seems like it's your skill level that makes it easier or harder here, and not just enemies with
cheap attacks or waves upon waves of enemies. It's quality over quantity. And the bosses can seem impossible at first until you
learn their patterns, and once you've got their number it's still not overtly easy. Overall there's just enough challenge to push you
without being frustrating.

If you're a fan of Vagante and Rogue Legacy, I highly recommend this game.. Thy sword is a game that is perfection in a
confined space. Retro to the bone and great fun to play. Highly recommended

 Fun and compelling gameplay

 Satisfying action\/combat

 Well designed pixel art visuals

 Awesome music

 Rogue lite elements

 Random and unexpected events
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Unlockable playable characters
Thy Sword was covered by myself and my friend ToborPrime in our Game development\/industry podcast - 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B-se22geVuk&t. Video review: https://youtu.be/2lnk6L1gvtQ

Basically a nostalgia trip but does it quite well. It's all about the strong attack. Which is incredibly satisfying to pull off
since it decapitates enemies! There's a risk to performing the attack since you slide across the screen and it leaves you
exposed. However, there is also a reward since the enemies drop more money.

You can play this game with unlimited continues but the real game starts when you go all out on a run with permadeath.
So it's a tough little game that does exactly what it set out to do.. Wooping it up with fun. more fun to come.
GG.

P.S. i play offline most of the time.. Awesome game!

Thy Sword is a fairly simple and straightforward arcade-style action platformer that's really well-made everywhere it
counts - the controls are really tight, the combat feels snappy and satisfying, and the level of challenge feels just right.
The game keeps introducing new elements and challenges at a steady pace in a way that makes sure the game never gets
boring, and it keeps the difficulty curve just right throughout; just as you get comfortable with the combat, new areas
will introduce new enemy types requiring different tactics, as well as new hazards and more demanding boss fights.

The combat mechanics are simple but responsive, and since enemies have clearly defined and predictable behaviours
you never feel like you get punked by random bad luck, any failure is your own fault as a player - which is crucial in
making a game like this feeling fun and challenging, as opposed to just frustrating.

I've seen people express disappointment at the game's size and length - I can absolutely understand that feeling if you
come to the game expecting a roguelike action platformer in the vein of Spelunky or Rogue Legacy. I think of the game
more like an old-school single-screen arcade action game - along the lines of the original Donkey Kong or Bubble
Bobble - but with some very light RPG elements. In that light, I think the game's length, hidden secrets and difficulty
feel just right.

While the game offers an easier difficulty with infinite lives that lets you sort of coast through the campaign, I think it's
obvious that the one-credit, single life mode is the true way the game should be played. I've personally only managed to
beat the game on the medium difficulty where you start with 3 credits (and can earn more) - but even that is a great, fun
challenge to start with, and definitely required a good number of attempts to finish. Reaching the level of skill to
consistently one-credit clear the game most likely will take many hours of practice, but to me that is the true heart of the
game - reaching the end and beating the final boss for the first time is really just the beginning.

As a fan of arcade action games, I'm really loving Thy Sword and would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys
these types of game. Buy it already!
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Lovely little indie platformer, collecting heads is basically my life now.. Thy Sword is a true love letter to old school games. It
finds this perfect spot between arcade style and RPG style. Gameplay is tense, there is good feedback, the graphics are gorgeous
(a least for retro lovers) and the music is a perfect fit.

Combat is twitchy and arcade oriented. Every enemy has it's own attack/defense pattern that must be mastered in order to excel
at the game. The bosses are well designed and quite central to the game. Between each level the village area allows to buy
potions and/or new equipmements. Also it's possible to play 21 horsemen, a gambling game inspired by blackjack. A nice way
to make quick money... or loose everything.

The default game mode is inspired by arcade game, you basically have 3 credits to win the game, after that you have to start
over. But there are also an easy mode (unlimited credit) and an hardcore mode (1 credit I guess). There are two playable classes:
one melee oriented and one ranged oriented. One of my only complaint about the game is that we cannot choose a magic user
and the two existing classes are quite similar.

So far I'm half way through the game (at least through the map). From what I have seen so far I can only recommend the game
for anyone loving good old arcade with light RPG elements that takes true mastery to finish.. F***ing legendary. Really cool
single-screen platform game, with an Amiga-era aesthetic and the option to play with unlimited, 3 or no continues. The latter is
much appreciated compared to most rogue-likes. Also, the flying neck-chop decapitation is a fun mechanic.. Pretty fun game.
Not as deep or as visually polished as Vagante, but the boss variety makes up for that. I think one of my favorite parts is the
difficulty. It seems like it's your skill level that makes it easier or harder here, and not just enemies with cheap attacks or waves
upon waves of enemies. It's quality over quantity. And the bosses can seem impossible at first until you learn their patterns, and
once you've got their number it's still not overtly easy. Overall there's just enough challenge to push you without being
frustrating.

If you're a fan of Vagante and Rogue Legacy, I highly recommend this game.. Incredible feel and a real flash from the past
when in comes to the arcady feel. Beautiful graphics and intense PvP! Full score from my part.. Thy sword is a game that is
perfection in a confined space. Retro to the bone and great fun to play. Highly recommended

 Fun and compelling gameplay

 Satisfying action\/combat

 Well designed pixel art visuals

 Awesome music

 Rogue lite elements

 Random and unexpected events

Unlockable playable characters
Thy Sword was covered by myself and my friend ToborPrime in our Game development\/industry podcast - 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B-se22geVuk&t

Happy Holidays!:
We wish you all a Happy Christmas and Holiday season.

So thankful for all the support so far, it's been awesome.
To friends and family, fans and supporters, players all over the world.
Enjoy all the fantastic games made in 2017 and stay tuned for next year!

/Team
GamePhase
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. Thy Sword is released!!! Rejoice swordslingers.:
Today Thy Sword is released on Steam.
Three years of hard work. We made the game with a lot of passion
and we hope you will enjoy playing it.

Big Thank You to supporters, testers, fellow devs, friends and family.

A world of sword and sorcery awaits!

//GamePhase. Thy Sword is on sale -50 %! Happy Holidays.:
Hello swordslingers,

The holidays are upon us. Winter is coming.
Take it easy, relax, chop some goblin heads.
However you wish to celebrate the holidays and the new year.

All the best,

/GamePhase
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. Thy Sword on Episode 398 of Matt Chat!:
Thomas "Bahototh" (Graphic Artist) did an interview with Matt Barton about the development of Thy Sword and Retro
influences. Check out his great channel - Matt Chat: a gold mine for Indie fans, Retro gamers and game history nerds.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLKF9WKc0uY&t=37s[/url]

. Thy Sword gets update! New content and features.:
Hello swordslingers and indie lovers!

We're happy to announce an update for Thy Sword.
New content and features have been added along with various fixes. Some new equipment and weapons are coming and
also some functional stuff
that makes the game even more enjoyable. We hope you'll enjoy the content and we appreciate all the support from you
guys.

New Achievements:
- Ring the bell

New Items:
- Moonstone
- Bow of Fire

New Features:
- Gamepad vibration can be disabled
- Global sound volume can be changed
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Visit gamephase.net for more info.

/Team GamePhase
. Thy Sword on Episode 398 of Matt Chat!:
Thomas "Bahototh" (Graphic Artist) did an interview with Matt Barton about the development of Thy Sword and Retro
influences. Check out his great channel - Matt Chat: a gold mine for Indie fans, Retro gamers and game history nerds.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLKF9WKc0uY&t=37s[/url]

. Release date!:
Hello Friends!

The Release date for Thy Sword has been set. November 14, 2017 is the day when swords clash and magic once again
fills the land. So appreciative of your support - Thank You.

//GamePhase. Happy Holidays!:
We wish you all a Happy Christmas and Holiday season.

So thankful for all the support so far, it's been awesome.
To friends and family, fans and supporters, players all over the world.
Enjoy all the fantastic games made in 2017 and stay tuned for next year!

/Team
GamePhase
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